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QUESTION 1

You have created a module to show manufacturer-list,Your customer need url as www.storeurl/ manufacturer which file
are mendatory to show correct url? 

A. Controller: /Manufacturer/Controller/Index/Index.php 

B. Block: /Manufacturer/Block/Index.php 

C. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/manufacturer_index_index.xml 

D. Templates:/Manufacturer/view/templates/content.phtml 

E. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/index_index.xml 

F. Layout: Manufacturer/view/frontend/layout/manufacturer.xml 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

A module MyModule needs to send notifications to customers only when the account was modified from a mobile app
using the REST web APIs. 

You decided to implement an observer for customer_save_after_data_object event. 

In which file do you declare the observer? 

A. etc/webapi_rest/events.xml 

B. etc/adminhtml/events.xml 

C. etc/webapi/rest_events.xml 

D. etc/events.xml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the relationship between products and categories in Magento? 

A. Products may be assigned to zero or more categories 

B. Product to category relation is dynamically defined by Catalog Product Rules 

C. Each product belongs to zero or one category 

D. Each product always belongs to one category 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A merchant asks you to create a module that is able to process URLs with a custom structure that can contain any
combination of a product type code, a partial name, and a 4- digit year in any order. The request path will look like this:
/product/:type-code/:name- part/:year 

Which layer in the Magento request processing flow is suited for this kind of customization? 

A. Front controller 

B. Router 

C. Action controller 

D. HTTP Response 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are adding an entry to the backend menu. To do so you open a core etc/adminhtml/menu.xml file as a reference. In
the file you see the node: 

What is the result of specifying resource="Magento_Catalog::catalog"? 

A. The menu item will only be visible to users who are assigned to a role with access to the matching ACL resource 

B. The menu item will only be visible if the class method specified by the resource returns a true value 

C. The last selected menu item for a user is stored in the DB so the previously visited page can be restored on the next
login 

D. The resource is used to locate the correct translation for the attributes listed in title="..." 

Correct Answer: A 
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